
  

APRIL 2021 72216/MAM6Y/BPM6C 

Time : Three hours Maximum : 75 marks 

PART A — (10 × 2 = 20 marks) 

Answer any TEN questions. 

1. Classify services. 

 ÷\øÁ°øÚ ÁøP¨£kzxP. 

2. What are the unique features of consultancy 
services? 

 B÷»õ\øÚ ÷\øÁ°ß ]Ó¨¤¯À¦PøÍ ÂÁ›. 

3. What are the pricing objectives of service 
organization? 

 ÷\øÁ Aø©¨¤ß Âø»°¯À ÷|õUP[PÒ ¯õøÁ? 

4. What do you mean by insurance marketing? 

 Põ¨¥mk \¢øu°¯À GßÓõÀ GßÚ? 

5. Give the meaning of relationship marketing. 

 \¢øu°¯À öuõhº¦ Gß£uß ö£õ¸Ò u¸P. 

6. State the characteristics of Tourism industry. 

 _ØÖ»õ xøÓ°ß ]Ó¨¤¯À¦PøÍ SÔ¨¤kP. 
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7. What is demographic segmentation? 

 ©UPÒ ÁøP£õk GßÓõÀ GßÚ? 

8. Define the term product development. 

 ö£õ¸Ò ÁÍºa] Gß£uß C»UPn® u¸P. 

9. What is marketing mix? 

 \¢øu°¯À P»øÁ GßÓõÀ GßÚ? 

10. State the significance of after sales service. 

 ÂØ£øÚ ÷\øÁUS¨¤ß ußø©°øÚ SÔ¨¤kP. 

11. What is service blue printing? 

 ÷\øÁ Aa_£iÁ® GßÓõÀ GßÚ? 

12. What are the factors, which influence service 
quality? 

 ÷\øÁ uμzvÀ £õvUPUTi¯ PõμoPÒ ¯õøÁ? 

PART B — (5 × 5 = 25 marks) 

Answer any FIVE questions. 

13. State the significance of services marketing. 

 ÷\øÁ \¢øu°¯¼ß ußø©°øÚ SÔ¨¤kP. 

14. Formulate a marketing mix for a few select 
services. 

 ÷uº¢öukUP¨£mh J¸ ]» ÷\øÁPÎß \¢øu°¯À 
P»øÁ°øÚ PnUQkP. 
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15. What is pricing? Briefly explain the key pricing 
concepts. 

 Âø»°¯À GßÓõÀ GßÚ? Âø»°¯À 
÷Põm£õmiøÚ _¸UP©õP ÂÁ›. 

16. What do you mean by quality control? Explain the 
importance of quality control to the service 
organisation. 

 uμUPmk¨£õk GßÓõÀ GßÚ? ÷\øÁ Aø©¨¤À 
EÒÍ uμUPmk¨£õmiß •UQ¯zxÁzvøÚ ÂÁ›. 

17. Explain the importance of CRM and relationship 
marketing in service organisation. 

 ÷\øÁ Aø©¨¤À EÒÍ ~Pº÷Áõº öuõhº¦ 
÷©»õsø© ©ØÖ® \¢øu°¯À öuõhº¤ß 
•UQ¯zxÁzvøÚ ÂÁ›. 

18. Explain the advantages of mutual fund. 

 £μì£μ {v°ß |ßø©PøÍ ÂÁ›. 

19. State the marketing mix elements for the 
telecommunication services. 

 öuõø» uPÁÀ öuõhº¦ ÷\øÁPÎß \¢øu°¯À 
P»øÁ ‰»UTÖPøÍ SÔ¨¤kP. 

PART C — (3 × 10 = 30 marks) 

Answer any THREE questions. 

20. Discuss the characteristics of services marketing. 

 ÷\øÁ \¢øu°¯¼ß ]Ó¨¤¯À¦PøÍ ÂÁ›. 
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21. Explain the different stages in the development of 
new services. 

 ¦v¯ ÷\øÁ ÁÍºa]°ß £À÷ÁÖ {ø»PøÍ ÂÁ›. 

22. Describe the major steps in effective 
communication. 

 £¯ÝÒÍ uPÁÀ•øÓ°ß £À÷ÁÖ {ø»PøÍ 
ÂÁ›. 

23. Explain the role of ‘Package Tours’ in the 
promotion of tourism. 

 _ØÖ»õ ÷©®£õmiÀ EÒÍ Pmk©õÚ _ØÖ»õÂß 
£[QøÚ ÂÁ›. 

24. Why were services such as the supply of 
electricity, water etc. kept under public utilities. 

 ö£õx¨£¯ß£õmiß RÌ £μõ©›UP¨£k® ªß\õμ® 
©ØÖ® }º AÎ¨¤ØPõÚ Hß ÷\øÁ 
÷uøÁ¨£kQÓx. 

———————  


